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I realised harps weren’t very cool when I was 

about 14. All my mates back in the Netherlands 

were playing in bands, but the harp, which 

I’d been playing from the age of four, just didn’t 

fit into a stage environment, so I switched to 

drums and percussion. And only years later, with 

two design degrees from the Delft University of 

Technology I embarked on a journey to make 

harps cool again. 

Delta Harp uses a completely new sound pick 

up system I developed which allows for really 

nice deep bass notes. Unlike traditional harps, it 

is portable, light and compatible with any sound 

system, effects pedal or app, so you just plug it 

into your iPad or add effects pedals and off you 

go on stage. 

It is now played by the world’s finest harpists. 

Remy van Kesteren, the winner of dozens of 

international harp competitions, has recorded 

an album on Delta. There are Delta Harp fans 

pretty much everywhere in the world now and in 

theatres like the Bolshoy in Moscow for example. 

The beauty of where we are now is in 

combining centuries of craftsmanship of Salvi 

Harps who make Delta in the North of Italy 

with the coolest engineers and designers here in 

the UK. It’s a collaborative, constantly evolving 

product. I’m currently developing a completely 

new instrument, which would broaden the 

sound possibilities even further. I bet you’ll see 

many more Delta Harps on stages around the 

world in 2018!

I make instruments for people who want 

to push boundaries. Our first clients and 

ambassadors have really been the people that 

wanted to do things differently but were limited 

by what is a very traditional instrument. Being 

able to create something that would go off into 

the world and produce some of the craziest 

experimental music from London to Tokyo has 

been an immense joy. 

Innovation happens when you’ve got the right 

mix of ingredients. Combining rigorous research, 

design and engineering skills with allowing yourself 

and your team a playground to fool around, 

explore and fail, and at some point you need a 

certain degree of stubbornness to pursue an idea 

you believe in. And of course have lots of fun 

along the way.

2017 has been great for us. It started with 

launches across Europe, the US and Asia, we 

received the Red Dot in July and by August had a 

concept for a new line of instruments which we’re 

developing at the moment. Definitely more noise 

and music to be heard from our team in 2018!

I think the future of music is ever more diverse. 

And this instrument is part of that development, 

prepare to see the harp and our upcoming 

inventions enter and open up new musical realms 

in the years to come.

Top left | The strings run over a bridge offering new playing techniques 

like pitch bending

Top right | Innovative use of a base, stand or a strap allows for playing 

sitting, standing or mobile

Bottom left | The Delta allows for quick plug & play and is compatible 

with all major sound effects apps

Bottom middle | The pickup system offers a clean sound across the 

frequency spectrum from crisp highs to pure bass tones

Bottom right | The Delta is compatible with all effects pedals, studio 

recording equipment and on-stage PA systems

joris beets design

www.delta-harp.com

Winner of this year’s Red Dot award for his Delta Harp and international director of service design 

and innovation at EY-Seren Joris Beets talks innovation and making the harp cool again
The harp revolution
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W
e live in times of change and 

uncertainty in which companies 

realize that the strategies they have 

applied to their business up to date are no longer 

efficient. They realize that they must adapt to 

a world in constant transformation. To do this, 

they need help from companies like Mormedi, 

specialized in facilitating a transformational 

process, focused on customer needs that entails 

anticipating and visualizing the future in order to 

develop winning business strategies.

This profound transformation process involves 

adopting Design Thinking – a methodology that 

enables multidisciplinary teams to solve complex 

problems in a collaborative fashion from a 

systemic point of view and with a focus on 

customer centric solutions. This process enables 

companies to identify the cues and trends that 

have most impact on their business and to define 

differentiated value propositions that fulfill the 

needs of their customers.

In a global world in constant acceleration 

companies must always be prepared for the 

next challenge, therefore they need to partner 

with companies like Mormedi that can offer both 

breadth and depth.

Breadth in terms of offering a global viewpoint, 

maximum flexibility and strong cross industry 

knowledge. Depth in terms of having extensive 

experience with projects that offer challenges 

both at content and logistical level.

Mormedi enjoys offices in Madrid, Japan and 

Korea and a highly qualified multidisciplinary 

team of business and design strategists, 

sociologists, designers, engineers, brand and 

marketing specialists, supported by an extensive 

and solid global network of on the ground 

collaborators, leading industry experts and 

prestigious design and business universities.

“In an increasingly complex world a strategic 

focus is key,” says Mormedi CEO Jaime Moreno. 

“Our methodology enables companies to 

generate new key insights and winning business 

strategies. We look deeply into projects at 

internal, client specific contexts as well as 

external factors related to market, cultural, user 

and technology trends in order to first frame 

the problem and then define strategic tools that 

guide the solution finding process. This strategic 

focus allows us to create memorable customer 

experiences through a 360 degree approach, 

working seamlessly across the three key 

dimensions: Service design, Industrial design and 

Digital experiences” 

Mormedi optimally combines analytical and 

creative methodologies to get the best out of 

each. Their structured process consists of  

three steps:

•  Discover: identify opportunities through a 

deep understanding of the project context, 

define and visualize potential futures and 

define strategic tools for project guidance.

•  Create: conceptualize, prototype and validate 

possible solutions scenarios and identify and 

smooth out problems early.

•  Deliver: define and implement solutions, 

measure ROI through KPIs through a pilot 

study or after full implementation.

“We design at a system level. We conduct 

our analysis from a systemic point of view 

considering not only the product or the service 

itself but the whole user experience, including 

the interaction with the surrounding ecosystem 

and the larger societal context,” adds Juliane 

Trummer, Mormedi VP strategy and design.

A key aspect of the Mormedi methodology is 

involving client teams into the process through 

different work formats such as work sessions, 

workshops, co-creation sessions in order to 

create a strong sense of ‘co-ownership’ and to 

deliver results that are informed by the expertise 

of internal stakeholders. These sessions help to 

build, validate and prioritize conceptual solutions 

with experts and key actors and provide 

synergies that ultimately favor the success of  

the project.

Based on 18 years of experience, Mormedi 

has done more than 200 projects in three 

continents that have been commended by 

prestigious global design institutions such as IF, 

IDEA, Red Dot, IDB, and Good Design.

Companies like, Airbus, Alstom, British 

Airways, Iberia, BMW, Toyota, Infiniti, Meliá, 

Renfe, Bq, LG, Nexvap, Indra, Imersivo, 

Telefónica, Vodafone, Virgin, Repsol, BBVA, 

Banco Santander, and many more have relied 

on Mormedi’s experience, methodology and 

talent to the extent that every second, more 

than a million Spaniards use a product designed 

by Mormedi.

www.mormedi.com

Opposite page, top | Juliane Trummer, VP strategy and design

Opposite page, bottom | Jaime Moreno, CEO

Below | Imersivo, new sales channel. A pop-up store that changes the 

rules of shopping

Bottom | Working hand in hand with high quality providers to build the 

perfect HGU design for Telefonica

Breadth and depth

Helping companies to construct winning business strategies in an accelerated world
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